


We do also have our carrier provider, TeliaInternational Carrier, providing our back-bone to other 

operators and service providers world-wide. 

The numbers are shifting on a day to day basis, but we are nr 1 or 2 in the world!



Our starting-point: Bringing the world closer, on the customers terms.

Complex: 

- Confidentiality often applies. 

- Leverage an issue, law-making in the hands of the State

Examples

- Telecom’s regulation – Delete data!

- EU Data Retention Directive – Retain data!

- Block Child Sexual Abuse! Block piracy sites! 

- Don’t block material the local  Regulator might define as  terrorism! 

- More surveillance needed in Europe after attacks in Paris and Copenhagen!

- Less surveillance needed following disclosures and  privacy-debate during the latest years, e.g. 

Snowden

- Leave a certain country!

- Stay in the country to contribute, in the longer run, to economic, social and democratic 

development!



Privacy

1) Customer Privacy 

2) Surveillance Privacy

Freedom of expression is  a Global issue, in all countries

Growing interest, mainly from investors

Freedom of expression and privacy are at the core of our business

- Our raison d’être is communications and free flow of information 

- But. States decide on such as ; Direct Access, Interception, Access to our customer’s 

data. Blockings, Shut-downs, etc.

International framework

-Duty for companies to respect human rights

-In countries where domestic laws and regulations conflict with internationally recognized 

human rights, enterprises should seek ways to honor them to the fullest extent which does not 

place them in violation of domestic law



Nota bene – The chart shows  the upper right corner of the X and Y axis

TeliaSonera addresses several sustainability issues. The idea here is to show that we have less  leverage to 

change the situation as to Freedom of Expression, than  in other areas. Other areas which are challenging 

as well. Our ability to impact is much higher when the decision is in our own hands. If we want to increase 

our community engagement we can do so, but final decisions to change laws and regulations in a country is 

not in our hands. But we perform policy advocacy based on our policy and we build leverage together with 

other stakeholders, such as with peer companies in the Telecom Industry Dialogue “

The materiality analysis , what issues that are of importance to our customers, is based on a thorough 

stakeholder analysis. The x-xis, our ability to impact the situation is  our own estimate.

This ppt is to show how important it is, in the area of Freedom of Expression, that we work together. This is 

why; 

• TeliaSonera is very active in the Telecom’s Industry Dialogue; http://www.telecomindustrydialogue.org/

• This is also why it is important to work with other stakeholders, such as NGO’s and States, to build 

leverage as to policy advocacy and the point-of-challenge to make a difference for the freedom of 

expression of individuals.



Know and Show

Know the risks and impacts for users’ freedom of expression, and 

Show how the company works to respect freedom of expression

TeliaSonera CEO Statement; http://www.teliasonera.com/en/sustainability/human-rights/ceo-

statement-freedom-of-expression-policy/

• “All companies in TeliaSonera shall (also) adopt a “point of challenge” and make careful 

assessments of all major requests and demands that may impact the freedom of expression, 

including assessments of possible impacts on freedom of expression.” 

• “A strict escalation procedure for decision making is put in place to follow the policy. Formal 

decisions on the extent of compliance or refusal to comply with problematic requests or 

demands shall not be made at local company level, unless there are exceptional reasons.”

December 2013

Examples of point-of-challenge;

• Raising our point of view when meeting with high level decision-makers

• Transparency as to blockings, new legislation, etc

• Delays following escalation procedure

• Requiring the written request

• Refusing to refer to technical problems



Our Freedom of Expression-Policy defines commitments in relation to requests and demands 

with potentially serious impacts on freedom of expression in telecommunications. 

We have published our present version of the tool we have elaborated for assessments and 

escalation, as part of Shared Learning; http://www.teliasonera.com/en/sustainability/human-rights/

Examples on how to interpret as narrowly as possible

• Shut-down of network in  whole country, region, city or blocks

• Shut-down of services on Friday evening or night between Sunday and Monday

• Shut-down of only one type of service (e.g. Voice, SMS, Access)

• Ask for that interference with communications stop as soon as possible

Our TeliaSonera  policy on freedom of expression in telecommunications was adopted in 

December 2013. During 2014, the Policy was ‘pushed’ out into the organization. That work is still 

on-going. Local companies have started to ‘pull’ to better understand how to perform the point-of-

challenge.







TeliaSonera Transparency Report regarding Surveillance contains:

• Statistics on ‘day-to-day’ lawful intercept. Today seven TeliaSonera geographies

• Links to laws re. Direct Access in all TeliaSonera geographies

• Transparency on Major Events

-As they happen, if and to extent possible. Examples.

-Adding some information in bi-annual Transparency Reports, a text which could be 

elaborated as we go

Work on-going within Industry Dialogue to inform about local legislation

http://www.teliasonera.com/en/sustainability/transparency-report-new/



Governance

All local company Boards have formally adopted the policy

Most local companies have published the policy on their resp. homepage

Commitment to respect 

• Tone from the top

• Code, Policy, Internal governance

• Implementing Industry Dialogue Guiding Principles

Among leading companies, defining best practice

• Industry Dialogue, shared learning and build leverage

• Transparency Reporting

Point of challenge in actual major events

• Always seek to make a difference on the ground

• Information to customers, escalation, narrow interpretation, requiring written request, 

transparency, advocacy, building leverage

Continued efforts needed (‘From Push to Pull’)

• Learning and awareness-building

• Challenges


